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DISPLAY UNIT PROBLEMS 

If you believe that you have a Display Unit problem, here are a 

few things you might check: 

1. Hit clear key; can you enter data and do functions on the 

display, and does it stay there? 

YES. Good, that's what you want. 

NO. Do you have a marker line on thJiiL Display after hitting 

the cl ear key? . 

YES. Skip to 5. 

NO. Do you have anything on the CRT? 

YE S • Sk i P to 4 II 

NO. Do you have +1~ volts and +16 volts? 

YES. Skip to 3. 

NO. Do you have 120 AC voltage between pins 1 and 2 of 

the transformer? 

YES. Skip to 2. 

NO. You either have the unit .unplugged, faulty switch, 

blown fulse, or capacitor C3 is bad. 

2. Do you have 6.3 volts AC between pins 11 and 13 on transformer, 

8.6 volts AC between pins 8 and 9, also between pins 10 and 9? 

Do you have 18 volts AC between pins 5 and 6 and between 6 

and 7? If you don't have all of the above, change transformer. 
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3. You need both +12 and +16 volts to get the high voltage from 

the high - voltage power supply. Therefore, look into the high 

voltage power supply or CRT for a possible failure. 

4. Now you have to figure out what you don't have. Do you have 

the proper amount of lines going across? 

NO. Possibly your vertical counter in the controller or 

vertical amplifier or vertical coil in the display or 

even the horizontal amplifier. 

YES. Do you have the proper length of each line? 

NO. Check your Horizontal Counter in the controller, and 

the horizontal and vertical amp cards and horizontal 

coil in the display. 

YES. Do you have normal diddle pulses on the screen? 

NO. Check your diddle F/F on card located at A2 in the 

controller. Also diddle amplifier and phasing in 

display; you have an adjustment for both. 

YES. Is your raster square? 

NO. Try adjusting the pots on the card located at A8 in the 

controller; al~o your centering adjustment and your 

yoke in the display. 

5. You have diddle pulses and the raster but no marker. Do you 

see a marker flash on display tube after pushing clear key? 

YES. Try adjusting or swapping delay line. 

NO. Try swapping delay line, thumb pots on A4 card, video 

amp in monitor, circuit 18 on All card, the card at 

A4, W300 on video generator, window card Al0, or display 

register at location A9. 
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6. Since you got a marker, half the battle is won. Can you enter 

characters on the screen will stay? 

YES. Great, you have most of the first 13 cards in the main 

controller working. 

NO. Try doing a reader test. 

7. Did you get characters to stay on the screen when doing a 

reader test? 

YES. That eliminates your character generator, delay line, 

display register, and the window card. The only things 

that could hold you out from entering by keyboard is; 

the card at All, the two plugs on your keyboard Pl and 

P2, or the plug in back of the display. 

NO. Try grounding out TP2 on card Al0, you should end up 

with a marker and a semi-colon in every display position. 

This should stay when you remove the grounded TP. If' 

not, you have trouble in circulating your data through 

your delay line, window, and etc. 
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B3 

LINE PRINTER PROBLEMS 

To break down the problems of a printer in three major categories; 

the first is Paper Motion, the second is Printing, and the third 

is getting the proper status. 

A. Paper Motion 

1. Can't do a Page Eject 

by the button on the 

printer. 

2. No paper motion by 

Local or Terminal mode, 

but you can do a Page 

Eject by the button on 

the printer. 

a. Circuit breaker blown 

b. Printer is always ready 

c. The fifth card in the 

printer controller 

d. Card at location A6 of 

print head electronics 

e. +29 volts 

f. Paper Moti6n Drive Motor 

g. Paper Motion Clutch and 

Brake Assembly 

h. Paper Status Micro Switches 

a. Either card located at 0, 1, 

or 4 in the Printer Controller 

b. Bad cable between Terminal 

Controller and Printer 

c. Bad card in Printer Adapter 

d. Bad Delay Line 
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3. Paper Motion won't 

stop 

B. Ribbon Motion 

1. Prints but ribbon 

won't move 

C. Printing 

1. Prints right character 

in proper column, but 

smeared 

'1 A PI 

a. Bad format tape 

b. Bad brush on Format Reader 

c. Bad Magnetic pick-up located 

by paper motion motor 

d. Bad Brake on clutch and brake 

assembly 

e. Circuit breaker blown 

f. Bad electronic component in 

Relay Chassis 

g. Circuit card at location A6 

in Print Head electronics 

h. Bad card at location 04 in 

Printer Controller 

a. Bad card in location 04 in 

Printer Controller 

b. Bad card at location A6 of 

Print Head electronics 

c. Bad relay or component in 

Relay Chassis 

d. Bad AC Motor or DC"Motor 

e. Bad ribbon guide 

a. Check hammer and bank alignment 

b. Check adjustment of paper stop 

delay on Printer Controller 

card at location 04 



2. Drops characters always 

in same columns 

3. Drops the same 

characters throughout 

the line of print 

4. Drops characters and 

a. Bad hammers 

b. Bad strikers 

c. Bad hammer drive cards 

d. Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

most likely the one located in 

positions 06, 08, 09, or 10 

e. Memory Drive and Inhibit 

adjustments not right 

a. Bad Delay line 

b. Bad card in Printer Adapter 

c. Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

most likely the cards located 

at 00, 01, OS, 08, 09, or LO 

a. Bad Delay Line 

adds zeros or spaces from b. 

where it dropped these c. 

Bad card in Printer Adapter 

Picking up bit 2
6 somewhere 

characters 

S. Printing the wrong 

characters 
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d. Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

most likely the ones located 

at 00, 01, OS, 07, 08, 09 

a. DRP Pulse out of adjustment 

b. Look for a particular bit 

that is being picked up or lost. 

Look in both Internal BCD ~nd 

External BCD 

c. Bad Delay Line 

d. Card bad in printer adapter 



6. Printing the wrong 

data in Local Mode but 

not in Terminal Mode 
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e. Card in Printer Controller 

f. Drum Drive Belt slipping 

g. Magnet on end of Drum was 

put in upside down 

h. Bad Magnetic pick up 

a. The one thing that causes this 

is that the wire bundle going 

from the Capacitor Bank to the 

hammer drivers shorts to the 

frame of the printer. That 

gives you 20V on the ground 

feeding back to the Terminal 

Controller. On the aCSD card 

there is an input labeled 136 

column Line Printer. This is 

tied to ground on the printer

and with 20V on this it blows 

a chip or chips on the 8CSD 

card and also the aJDD card in 

Reader Adapter-

b. Mode F/F, saying that the 

wrong mode has been selected, 

there by giving a paper motion 

or decompress operation when 

it shouldn't. 



224 CARD READER 

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

This is only for the 224-2 Card Reader. 

A. You believe your problem is with the Card' Reader. I 

have never found or know of any problems that were found 

to be Card Reader problems that could not, in some way, 

be duplicated with an off-line list operation, or reader 

test. 

B. There are several different decks that I have found to 

be very useful in testing the Card Reader. Below are a 

couple. 

1. Make up a deck of about 200 cards with all characters 

on a card. 

2. Make up a deck of about 200 cards with the letter "I" 

punched in column 1 and column 80 only. 

3. Make up a deck of about 50 cards with a 4 punch in 

column 80 only-

4. Before using this deck you made run a bunch of new 

blank cards through and watch for card damage. You can 

usually see what is causing this damage by running the 

card through by hand. If there is no damage, continue. 

5. By doing a list with the mentioned decks and by doing it 

over about 4 times you should see a print in column 80 

all the way through- This should show that your Card 

Reader, mechanically, is in pretty good shape-
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C. What are CHECK & ERROR conditions 

1. When your Check light comes on it usually means your 

input hopper is empty, output stacker is full, failed 

to feed a card, got a card jam, photo diode or lamp at 

the read ready station bad, photo diode or lamp at the 

routing station bad, clutch maladjusted, reed switches 

around dial indicator bad, or card reader logic in the 

reader bad. 

2. When you get the Error light it means you have a light or 

dark error. This means that when the edge of the card 

covers the photo diode past the read diodes the edge of 

the card should also cover the read diodes and this is 

the dark check. Where all diodes should be dark or you 

get an error. When the card goes past and uncovers this 

diode you have a light check where all diodes should see 

light or you get an error. 
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D. Mechanical Problems 

Most problems with the Card Reader are mechanical. Here 

are a few of the things to watch for. Some of these were 

taken from a Tech Tip. 

1. Fail to Feed 

{picker arm does 

not operate} 

2. Check Condition 

{trying to feed 

cards} 

a. Hopper Empty Switch 

b. Broken Belt 

c. Broken Pully 

d. Adjustment Linkage Slipping 

a. Lamp or Photo Cell bad in 

Read Ready Station 

b. Picker Knife Timing 

c. Drive Rollers Slipping on Shaft 

d. Picker Knife Bad 

e. Throat-adjustment 

f. Card Deck 

g. Card Weight 

h. Plastic Picker Guard set to 

Close Holding Cards Up 

i. Broken or loose belt 

j. Broken or loose pully 

k. Nudge pawls, {especially these} 

Make sure they are not hanging 

up. See Tech Tip 5 Nov. 1970 

Page 430-9. 

1. Access door open or too tight 

m. Inject roller out of adjustment 

n. Card guide out of adjustment 
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3. Extra Feed 

4. Jam or Damaged 

Cards 

5. Skew 

b. fail to Eject 

7. Read Errors 

a. Clutch-solenoid gap 

a. Throat knife adjustment 

b. Nudge pawls 

c. Drive Rollers 

d. Access door clearances 

e. Inject roller 

f. Card guides 

g. Card path roller and gaps 

h. Read station setting too high 

i. Pusher arms 

j. Burs and foreign objects in 

card path 

a. Nudge pawls 

b. Drive rollers 

c. Access door clearances 

d. Inject rollers 

e. Guide rails 

f. Read station drive wheel 

g. Skip through roller 

h. Anti back up springs 

a. Skip out wheel 

b. Pusher arms 

c. Drive rollers 

d. Broken belt or pulleys 

e. Loose belts or pulleys 

a. Lamp contact 

b. Read head alignment 
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8. A few other things 

to think about 

WO-b3 

c. Loose Timing Disk 

d. Bad Photo diode behind Timing 

Disk 

e. Read drive roller 

f. Carborundum wheel 

g. Access doors too tight 

h. +5V adjustment 

a. Drive rollers between the 

input hopper and read ready 

station. These tend to come 

loese on shaft, causing 

intermittent checks. 

b. Input roller in the read ready 

station not adjusted right. 

c. Read station roller worn or 

tending to drive card at an 

angle. The top roller can be 

adjusted up or down, or sideways~ 

so watch this especially if 

you're skewing the back half of 

your card. Maybe you'll have 

to adjust this roller sideways if 

the carborundum wheel below it is 

worn on one side. 

d. The skip through roller is also 

something to watch for. When 

adjusting this, the long nut on 

the rod driving this roller is 

~ a turnbuckle. 
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e. The skip out roller, if too 

tight, will tend to bend the top 

of a card. In fact, all rollers 

will if they are too tight. 

f. Watch the pusher pads in the 

routing station. They should 

push evenly. Also watch to be 

sure they are back far enough 

when a card is coming into this 

station. 

g. The drive rollers between the 

routing station and output stacker 

tend to come loose. This could 

cause a card to come out skewed 

or tilted and end up causing a 

jam. 

h. The output stacker assembly has 

a flap, that when cards get jammed 

in this area, causes the flap to 

activate a micro switch, which 

also brings up a check conditon. 

Watch the little pivots on this 

flap for when they come loose 

it can cause intermittent check 

conditions. 

i. The picker knives should be 

checked so you can see through 

the alignment hole at 350 degrees, 

but before you c~eck this turn 

on the reader, cycle it one time 



and check the dial indicator; 

make sure the pointer is 

pointing at 00 ~ 20. Now shut 

the reader off and manually 

cycle the reader until you have 

350 degrees and then check the 

above adjustment. 

E. I want you to know about the noise that some card readers put 

out when the motor is first turned on. I? have seen this do 

different things in different parts of the 200 UT, such as: 

a." Overprint line 12 and 13 when doing a list. 

b. Setting the mode F/F making the terminal think 

it is connected to the computer. 

c. Shooting paper out of line printer when the card 

reader motor starts. 

d. Setting the check F/F in the card reader causing it 

to power off again. 

e. It could do about anything, so check for this. 

There is a fix for the above and that is FCO PB5807. This is 

Triac which is mounted next to the starting relay on the motor. 

It looks like a little box about 2" x 1" square with a few 

wires going to starting a relay. As far as I know this has 

always cured this noise problem. 

F. Here are some problems and possible corrections that you might 

have when doing a list operation. 

1. The last column printed (with correct data) seams to jump 

between column 80 and 82 on the line printer e This is 

usually the card reader mechanical adjustment, for your 

card is going through the read station too slow or your 
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column counter is strobing too fast. 

Check your rollers that drive your card to and through the 

read station. Check the gates so that you can slide the 

thickness of 4 cards under all the flaps of the individual 

stations. 

Also check the rails so that they don't bind the card. 

2. The last column printed is around 73 to 7!. Your card 

is going through too fast or your electronics is too slow. 

If you have just put on a new carborundum wheel under the 

read station roller, you most likely put on the wrong 

size, for there was a batch of the wrong size wheels 

sent out. 

3. You're printing all the way across the printer. This is 

most likely a logic problem in either the card reader or 

card reader adapter logic in the controller. It could 

also be reed switch 305. 

4. You're printing the wrong data. See if ·you can figure 

a pattern. There are quite a few things that could 

cause this, such as: 

Card skewing 

Read station skewed 

+5V on card reader 

Card reader logic 

Adapter logic - remember the Hollerith decoder 

Delay Line 

Bad cable going from card reader and controller 
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I always tend to look for mechanical adjustments first. 

Then maybe swap the card reader delay line with the 

display delay line, since you're not using the display 

delay line in a list operation. Maybe only the information 

on the last half of the card is bad. I then would especial

ly say you're skewing the card relative of the read. 

station. If it's only a few cards that are real bad, 

maybe they're punched badly. Another thing to keep in 

mind if you get check errors, is both read ready photo 

diode and output station photo diode cannot be covered 

at the same time. 

G. Once y~u have used your gauges to set up your input hopper 

and read station, they should be OK unless you have a bad 

card jam or replace a component. This still needs to be 

checked at P.M. 
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" ' 

3. You need both +12 and "·16 volt's to get tt'he h-igh voltage from the, 

s: 

, , 

,hi9h voltugc power's~pply •. Thc,refore, 100k :into .. the high voltage 

power supply or CRT for a possi,blc fai lure~' 
! :. 

Now ~ou hbve to'~i~ure out what'y6u ~on~~ hrive.!Do you hDve'the' 
, , 

, " 

proper amount of"lit:H:!'s going acrosst· 

• NO. P~ss·tb1y you~ vet"'t1c:tff"cOu'htc~' 1'n the co~tr.o11~t'" ·or"'.vGlr"t1ce'l 

amplifier or vertical~=coit in th~ d1splay or even'the 

hori zonta 1 amp li fi err' . 
• 

YES. Do you have the proper length of eac~ line" 

'NO. Check your Horizontal Counter in the controller, and the 

horizontal and vertical amp cards and horizontal coil in 

. the display 

Y[S. Do you have normal diddle pulses on the screen 
, , 

NO~, Check your; diddle F/F ori c~rd located at A2 in the controller 

Also diddle amplifier and phasing in display; you have an 

, adjustnient for both :; . 
.. ' 

YES:- Is yriur raster squ~re 

N~. Try~adjusting the ~ot~ on the card located at A8 in the 

controller; also your centering adjustment, and your yoke 

"\.~in the display 
, . 

You-have diddle pulses and the raster but no marker. ])0 you 

a marker flash 'on display tube after pushing ,clear key? 

YES. Try adjusting or swapping delay line 
, 

NO. Try swappingdel~y line, thu~b, pots on A~ card, videb amp jn 
. .. 

monitor,. circuit 18 on All card, the card at A~, W300 on 
., 

video generator, window card'ALO, or display register at 
" 

iocation AitJ 
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, 83' 
'. 

Line Printer Problems 

To breilk down the problems of a printer in three major categor1es~ 

~he first is'Paper Motion, the ,second is Printin9~ and the third 

is getting the proper status. 

A. Paper Motion 

l. Canlt do a Page £je~t 

by the button on the 

printer 
<II 

2. No paper motion by 

local or Termi~al mode, 

but you can do a Page 

Ejeci by the button on 

the Printer 

-lj-

6- Circuit breaker blown 

b. Printer is always ready 

c. The ,fifth card in the printer 
I 

t' J 
controller 

d. Card at location Ab of print 

','., head electroni'cs 

e.' +29 vo1ts 

f~ Paper Motion Drive Motor 

g. ,Paper Motibh Clutch and Brake 

" Assembly 

h. Paper Status Micro Switches 

6. Either card located at 0, 1, 
, . ' 

~r ~ in th~ Print~r Cohtroller 

b. ' ~ad,cable between Ter'minal 

Contro1..1~r and Printer ' . 
• • 

c. Bad c~rd in Printer Adapter 

d. Bad Defay Lin~ 



~. ,AJf 

3. P<.lpcr Motion won"t 

stop 

B. Rib~on Motion 

1. Prints but ribbon 

·a- Oad format tape 

b. Bad brush on Format Render 
. , 

locatcu c· Dad Magnetic pick-up 

. paper motion motor 

. d. Sad Brake on clutch and brake 

assembly 

e~ Circuit breaker blown 

f. Bad electronic compon~nt in 

Relay Chassis 

g~ Circuit card at- location Ab 

in Print Head electrorics 

.h •. Bad card at location 04 in 

Printer Controller .. 

a~. Dad card in location 04 in 

by 

won1t move Printer Controller ... 

. C. Printing 

l~ Prints right character 

in proper co1umn, but 

smeared 

-5-

b. Bad card at location Ab of .. 

Print Head electronics 

C. Bad relay or component -in 

Relay Chassis 

d. Bad AC Motor or DC Motor 

e. B~d ribbon guide . ~ 

a. Check hammer and bank a 1,i gnment 

b. Check adjustment of paper stop 

delay on Printer Controller 

card at location 04 



. , 
2. Drops churucters always' 

in sun e columns 

3. Drops the same 

charact~rs throughout the, 

line of"print 

~. Drops characters and adds 

z.eros or spaces from where 

it drop~ed t~ese'characters 

s. Printing the wrong 

characters 

a. Dad hammers 

b. ,Bad strikers 

c. "Bad hammer drive cards 

d. Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

most likely the one, located in ' 

positions 06, 08, 09~ or 10 

e. 'Memory Drive and'Inhibit 

adjustments not right 
• 

a. 'Bad Delay line 

b., Bad card in Printer Adapter 
. 

c. ,', Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

mos~ likely the cards locate~ 

"at 00, 01, 05, 08, 09, or 10 

a. Bad ,Delay Line 

b. Bad card in Printer ~dapter 

c. Picking up bit 26 somewhere 

d~ Bad cards in Printer Controller, 

most likely the ones located 

at 00, 01, 05, 07, O~, 09 , . ' 

a. DRP Pulse out'of .adj~stment, 

b. Lo?k 'for a particul~r bit 

that is being picked u~ or l~st. 

Look in both Internal BCD and 

External'BCl> 

c. Dad Delay Line 

. d. Card bad in Printer Adapter 
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b. Printing the wrong 

data in Local Mode but 

not in Terminal Mode 

, 

e. Card in Printer Controller 

f. Drum Drive Oelt slipping 

9- MDgnet on end of Drum was put 

in upside down 

h. Bad Magnetic pick up 

a. ' T~e one thing that causes this 

is that the wire bundle going 
. 

,'from the Capacitor Bank to the 
• 

ha~~er drivers shorts to the 

'" frame of, the printer. -That 

.. give~ you 20V on the gr~und 
.. 

feeding.'ba<;:k to the Termina1 
, , 

Controller. On the 8CSD card 

'there i's' an i'nput labeled 136. . ..... . 

cblu~n (i~e 'P~irit~r·. thi~ is ' 

tied to grou'~d 'on, the"printer ' 

~~~~ ~·i· i h 20 ~ . ~n t hi; it' b 1 o;.,~ .. 
. .. . 

a c~ip or :chips,pn' t~e 8CSj . .. .:. 
, '. " , 

, c~rd' and'also ~he~~J~D .cbrd'in, 

'Read~r: A9~pter·. 

b-, Mod~f/f, saying that the 

w,rong 'mode has. been' se lected', 

the~e b~ givirig a paper moti~n 

. or decompress" operation' when , 

it shouldn"t-



2211 Card Reader 
Trouble-shooting Guide 

This is only for t.he 224-'2, 'Card Reader. 

A. You believe your problem is with ,the C~~d Readero I: 
, . . . 

. have n~ver" fou'nd or ~now of, any 'prob 1 e.ms th,at' were fouQd, . .' . . . , ,-

.to'be C.ard Reader pr?blems ~ba't ,c~uld:.not" in 'so~e 'way,,', 
f) • " 

be duplicated with'a~ o~f l~he·list.opera~ion" or rea~e~: 
~ . .... . 

test. 

a. There are severa l' di fferent tlecks' that 'r have fO,lInd to:' 
t :. 

• II. • • .•• • ~. 

~e very useful in testi~Q ihe·Ca~d:Reede~., Below ~re, ~ 

coup1e. 

1. Make up a deck of about 200 cards with alJ characters', 

on a card • 
. 

2. Make up a deck of about 20d car.ds wi th the 1 etter vI; 

punched ih column l and column 80 only. 

Make up ~deck'of about 50 car~s with a ~ punch in 

column 80 only. 
I 

4.· Before using thi~ deck you made run a bunch of new 

,blank cards th~ough and watch for card damage- You can 

usually see what is causing this damage by running the 

card through by hand. If there is no damage, continue. 
, , . 

S~ By doing a list with the mentioned cl~cks and by doing it 

overab~ut 4 times you should see ~ print in column 80 

a11 ~he way through. This should show that your Card 
. . 

Reader, mechanically" is in pretty good shape. 

-,8- . 



c. What are CHECK & ERROR conditions 

l. When you~ Check light comes on it usually me6ns your 

input hopper is ,empty, output stacker is full, failed 

to feed a card, got a curd jam1 photo diode or lamp at' 

the read ready 'station bad, photo, di~de or lamp at the 
• routing station bad~ clutch maladjusted, reed.switches 

around dial indicator bad, or card reader logic ~n the 
• 

reader bad. 

2. When you get the Error light it means you have a light or 

dark error. This means that when the edge of the card 

·covers ihe photo diod~ past the read diodes the 'edge of 

the card should also cover the read diodes and this is 

the dark check. Where all diodes should be dark or you 

get an- error. When the card goes past and uncovers this 
, 

diode you have a light c~eck.where all diodes should see 
t 

1 ight or ~you get an error- I. 
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D. Mech~nical Problems 

Most problems with"the Card Reader are mechanical- Here 

arg a few of the ~hings t~ watch for. Some of these were 

taken from a Tech Tip. 

1. fail to feed 

{picker arm does 

not operate} 

2. Check Condition 

{tryiflg to feed 

cards} 

" 

a •. ' Hopper Empty Switch , '. . 

b. Broken Belt 

c. Broken Pu11y . 
d. Adjustment Link~ge Slipping 

a. "Lamp or Photo Cell bad in 

Read Ready Station 

b. Picker Knife Timing 
. . 

,c. Drive Rollers Sl ipping on Shaft 

d. 'p'icker Knife Bad 

~ e. Throat-adjustment 

. f. Card Deck 

9. Card Weight 

h. Plastic Picker Guard set t6 

Clo~e Holding Cards Up , 

.i. 'Broken or loose belt ",. 

j. ,Broken 'or loose pully 

'k. Nudge pawls, {especially these} 

Make ~u~e·they are not hanging 

up. See T'ech Tip 5 Nov. ,1970 

,Puge lJ3D- 9. 

1. Access door open or too tight 

m. Inje~t roller out of adjustment 

n. · Card guide out 'of adjustment 

~],o-



3. Extra Feed 

~. 'Jam or Damaged Cards 

• 5. Sk~~ 

b. fail to Eject 

7.. Read ~rrors 

a· Clutch-solenoid 'gap 

a· Throat knoife adjustment 

b. Nudge pawls 

,c. Drive Rollers 

d. Access door clearances 

e. Inject ro"cr 

f. Curd guides 
" • . 

9· Card path roller and gaps, 

h. Read st'ation setting too high 

,i • Pusher arms 

j., Burs 'and foreign o~jects in 

',' ~ :card path 

a. Nudge' pawls 

,b.' Drive rollers 

c~ Access door clearances. ", 

, d. Inject rollers 

,e. Guide rails 

f., Read station drive wheel 

g. Skip through roller 

h. Anti back up springs 

a· :Skip out whee1 

b. ,Pusher arms' 

.e.' D~ive ~olle~s 

'I ' , 

d. Droken belt or pulleys 

,e. " loose, bel ts ,or: pulle~s 

a.' ,lamp con'tact .. ... . 

b. 'Re'ad head ,alignment' 



8.' ·A few other ~hin~~ 

to think (lbout. 

-)'2-

" 

c. Loose Timing' Disk 

,d. '. Dad P~loto' diode behind T im1ng 

.Disk' 

e. Re'ad' priv~ "roller 

f." "Carborundum' whee 1 

9 •. A~ce~s do~rs.~oo't~g~~~ 
, . 

h'. "; ·+SV. ~djus.tme'nt . I.... 
a •. D~ive ~o11ers be~ween th~, . -.. 

: .' . . . . 

~n~~~'hopper and,'~ea~ ready 

station. These·'t'e~d to ~om~ 

·loose ·on shaft, causing" 

intermittent'checks. 

b. 'In'put roller in the read ready' 
, . . 

statiori no~ adjusted right. ' 

c. Read station roller worn or 

tending to drive card at an 

~ngle. The top roller can be 

adjusted up o~~down, or sideway~ 

·so watch this especially if 

your~e skewing 'the back half of 

your card. Maybe youlll have tc 

adjust this roller sideways if 

the carbo~undum wheel below it 

is worn on one side-

d. The skip·through roller is also 

something to watch for- When 

adjusting this, the long nut on 

the rod driving this roller is 

~ a turnbuckle-



e-

f. 

.The skip out ro 11 e'r,., if too 
" 

:tight .,~i 11 tend to bend the top 

of a card- In,fact., all rollers 

. will if they are too tight. 

Watch the pusher pads in the 

routing station- They should 

. push evenly- Also watch to be 

sure they are back 'far enoug~ 
, , 

when-a card is coming into this 

,station-, . 

9. The drive rollers between the 

routing station and output stacker 

tend to com~ loose- ,This could . 
cause a card to come out skewed 

or ~ilted a~d ~~d up causing a 

jam-

h. The output stacker assembly has 

i. 

-~3--

a flap., 'that when cards get jammed 

in this area., causes the fl~p to 

activate a'micro switch., which • 

also brings up a check condition. 

Watch the little pivots on this 

flap for when they come loose 
. 

it can cause inter.mittent check 

conditions. 

The picker knives should be 

checked so you can see through 

the alignment hole at 350 degrees, 

but before you check this turn 

on tl~e render, cycle it one time 



and check the dial indicator; 

make sure the pointer is 

pointing at 0° ~ 2°. Now shut 

the reader off and manually 

cycle the reader uniil you have 

350 degrees and then check the 

above adjustment • 
• 

£. I want you to k~ow about the noise that some card readers put 

'out when the motor is first'turned'bn- I have seen this do 
~ , 

different things in different parts of the 200 UT, such as: 

a- Overprint line 12 and 13 when doi~g a list. 

b. Setting the mod~ F/F making .the terminal think 

it is connected to the computer-

c. Shooting paper out of line printer when the card 

reader motor sta~~s- ' 
. 

d. Setting the check F/F in the card reader causing it 

to power off again. 

e. It could do a60ut a~ything, sa check·fo~ this- · , 

There is a fix for the above and that is feo PB580i. ,. This is 
. .. . 

'Triac which is mounted n~xt to the 'starting relay on the motor-

It looks like a"lit~le' box ~bout 2."'" >< :],,,~ square with a .few .. . 

wires. going t~ star'ting relay., As far ~s· t know.' this .has 
. . 

a1ways cured this noise problem •. 

f •. Here ur~ some·p~oblems und possible corrections that you might 
. ., . . 

have ",he'n doing a "is~ oper~·.tion .. 

1. The last column.printed {~ith co~rect d~ta}·seem~,to :jump 
. . 

b.etween column 80 undo 82 .qn. the line. pr.inter •. Thi.s ;-s u'suully 
. • t :- '. '. ,.' •• . :." . 

. the 'card reader mecht~~·d·ca l"adjll~t~cntft" fo~ your c~rd·. is goi ng 
-],4-



through the rea,d station too slow or your"column counter is 

strobing too fast. 

Check your rollers that drive your'~ard:to and through the 

read station. Check the gates so that you can slide the 

thickn~ss of LJ cards un:kr all the, flaps of the individual 
.' 

stations. 
" Also check the rails so that they don"t bind the card. 

2. The last column printed is around 73 to 78. Your card 

is going ~hrough too fast or your'electronics is too slow-
~ 

If you have just put on a new carborundum wheel under the 

read stat~on roller, you most likely put on the 'wrong size, . . . . 
for there was a batch of the wrong siz~ Wheels sent out. 

3. You"re printing all the ~ay across the printer. This is 

'most,likelya logic problem in either the card reader'or 

card reader adapter logic in the controller.' It could also b~ 
, .. 

reed switch 305. 

~., ,You"re printing the wrong data. See if you can figure a 
" 

pattern. There are quite a fe~ things that could cause 

Card skewing 

Read station skewed 

+5V on card reader 

Card reader logic 

Adup'ter logic - remember the Holl erith decoder 

Delay line 

Bud cable going from card reader and 'controller 



G. Once 

'read 

. . ' ..... 

I alwuys tend to look for m~~hanicul ~dj~stme'nts"'·fi~st. . . .' ..-. .. . .. . , 

'·hen muybe swap· th~ card reader 'de'lciy '1 1ne ,with- th'e ~ . . .. - . 

. ' . 
delay line ~n a lis~ op~rati~n. Maybe only the information . '. . 
6n the last half of the card is ba~. I·t~en, would especial- ," 

ly say you~re skewin~ the card relative of the read station; 
, ... , .... - .- . 

If it/s only a few cards tha~ are real bad, maybe theylre 

p~nched badly •. Another thing to ~eep in mind if you get 
It ' • 

check errors, is both read ready photo diode: and output 

station photo diode can not be covered at the same time. -~ 

you have used 
. , 

your gauges to set up your input hopper and 

station, they should be O.K. unless you have a bad card 

jam or replace a.component. This still needs to be checked 

at P.tl. 
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TECH TIP 
{Submitted by Technical Liaison} 

Interim Tech Tip 29 
VR No. 91 

SUBJECT: fROZEN PARTICLE BRAKE CLUTCH 
EQUlPMENT: 222, P-613, 1742, "3010, 3254 

The fo:lowing procedure is recc~~encled by Rochester Division En
gineering to free a frozen par~icle brake or clutch. 

A. If clutch is frozen: 

1. Open circuit breaker C80b. 

2. Remove sprocket cog belt. 

3. Turn on power. 

4. Work flywheel back ond fo~th until it is free-

5. Install sprocket cog belt, activate (80b. 

b. Check format tape and ?~per strobe synchronization. 

8. If brake is frozen: 

, 
M-

2. 

3. 

4 -

5 -

I 
b· 

7. 

8. 

Open circuit breaker (aab. 

Remove sprocket cog belt. 

Switch clutch coil leads with brake coil leads at lTB-13 
and 1TB-14. 

Turn on power. 

Jork flywheel back and forth until it is free. 

Turn off power. 

?~store clutch/brake coil wiring at 1T8-13 and 1TB-14, 
install sprocket cog belt, activate CBOb. 

Check ;ormat tape ana paper strobe synchronization. 
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Interim Tech Tip 316 
SY No- 76 

TECH TIP 1500 Series 
{Submitted by Technical Liaison} 

PIN DESIGNATION FOR DTL CHIPS 

The following table gives p1n designations for the DTL chips used 

in the 1500 se~ies IIO equipment- The shaded pins indicate there 

are two separate inverters in the chip- The 'white pins go with 

one inverter; the black with the other-

The black bar on the F24 and f34 chips indicates internal feed

back between black and white inverters, forming a flip-flop. 

-3-
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HIGH VOLTAGE DESCRIPTION 

The DD211 high voltage power supply is a~~( to DC converter. The octal 
power consumption of the supply is approximately twelv~ watts. The in
put powe~ is supplied by two low voltage supplies {positive 12 volts 
and positive 16 volts} which are located within the 211 cabinet. The 
low DC voltage is converted to a high AC potential which is rectified 
to supply a D( value of 10,000 volts to the picture tube. 

The high voltage power supply can be divided into four ba~ic circuits: 

1. Jensen Inverter 
2. High Voltage Doubler 
3- Low Voltage Boost 
4. Regulator 

The Jensen Inverter {commonly referred to as a chopper} is the circuit 
consisting of transformer Tl, transistors Q1 and Q2, and the primary 
of the high voltage transformer T2. 

Th " ." "d POM·~~tt. h h" h I f d ~s c~rcu~ t prov~ es p~'.,..~,;a to t e ~g vo tage trans ormer an re-
ceived its power from the positive potential stored in capacitor C2. 
7he potential is maintained near +8 volts by the conduction of tran
sistor Q3~ This voltage is felt on the collector of trahsistor Ql and 
Q2 thr~ the primary of the high voltage transformer. Th~re will also 
be a positive voltage supplied to the bases of these t~~nsistors thru 
Rq '" R~, and T 1- {R y and (1 are referred to. as the chopper. starting 
netwo~k} The trans1stors are now forward b1ased and one w1l1 start 
conducting {for example assume Q1}. The ~esulting current flow will 
be felt by the saturable· transformer 11. This transformer is wired 
in a positive feed-back fanner. When saturation is attained., the col
lapsing field will result in a positive voltage on the base of Q2 
{drive Q2 into conduction} and a negative voltage on the base of Ql 
{cut Q1 of-fi}. 

This oscillatio~ will continued until the removal of power from (2. 

Each time Q1 or Q2 conduct, current will pass thru the primary of T2 
the high voltage transformer. This current will induce a voltage of 
5 .. 000 volts in the 2000 turn winding. This voltage is then rectified 
by the voltage doubler circuit V1 and V2 and filtered by C7., R19 and the 
~apacitance of the CRT day coating to ground. The high voltage at the 
post accelerator. ~hould be 10,000 volts with 4 volts of ripple-

~he 0n~ turn winding of transformer T2 supplies the filament voltage 
to V1 and V2. The voltage ind~ced in this winding is higher ~han re
quired by the tubes with makes it necessary to add R~2 and R13. 

7he 2000 turn winding of T2 is tapped at 200 turns which provides 500 
volts to the half wave rectifier circuit CR6 and (6. The DC voltage 
developed is +500 volts which is used for CRT control. 
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The rema1n1ng winding on T2 is a J turn winding used for sensing the 
flux of the transformer. The flux will vary as the load on the supply 
is changed. This change induces d voltage in the 3 turn winding which 
feeds the regulator portion of the power supply. The regulator will 
then try to compensate for the flux change by either increasing or de
creasing the supply voltag'e thus maintaining a constant 10,000 volts 
output. . . 

The induced voltage of the 3 turn winding is approximately 14 volts 
pp. This voltage is half wave rectified by CR5 and filtered by C4. 
The DC value across C4 should be near +B volts. Potentiometer Rl1 
varies the base voltage of Qb. This potentiometer is the high voltage 
adjustment. 

Transistors Q5 and Q6 form a differential amplifier. The base voltage 
of Q5 is maintained at +2.6 volts by zenner diode CR4. The emitter 
voltage of Q5 is dependent upon the amount of conduction by Q6. As 
Q6 conducts more~ the voltage drop across Rl0 increases thus increasing 
the emitter/base bias of Q5. The resulting decrease in conduction of 
Q5 reduces the voltage drop across R9. 

It can now be seen that the voltage across R9 will be determined by the 
voltage induced in the 3 turn winding of T2. 

The voltage developed across R9 controls the amount of conduction or 
transi~tor Q4. As the voltage of R9 increases, the base of transistor 
Q4 goes positive· and Q4 conducts mor~. The collector of Q4 now be
comes less positive which reduces the forward bias of Q3. The conduc
tion or Q3 decreases which results in a less positive potential being 
on (2. 

The reduced voltage now feeding the chopper will result in a lower con
duction oT Q1 and Q2 which will decrease the voltage induced into T2. 
The end result is a decrease ~n the high voltage output. 

\ . 
In the event that horizontal swee~ were lost and high voltage was main
tained, the face of the picture tube would be damaged by the consentra
tion of electron bombardment in a very small area. 

10 prevent this~·the high voltage should be turned off if the sweep is 
lost. This is accomplished by the introduction of Rb, R7~ C3, CR2 
and CR3 to the circuit. 

7he input to CR3 is a negative signal produced by the horizontal ampli
fier. The amplitude of this signal is sufficient to charge C3 ~ega
tively. The negative voltage will then maintain a reverse bias condi
tion of diode CR2. 

Diode CR2 will remain reversebiosed until the removal of the horizon
tal signal from CR3. Capacitor C; will now discharge, and diode CR? 
will be forward biased by the positive voltage of the +12 volt sup~~y. 
Tne positive voltage will drive transistor Q4 into saturation which 
will then cut orf transistor Q3. Power will now be removed from the 
chopper and high voltage operation will cease. 
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The maximum allowable voltage of the emitter/base junction of Q3 is 
near 4.S volts. Exceeding this amount would destroy the Junction- If 
transistor Q4 suddenly went into saturationiloss of horizontal} the 
base of Q3 would be drawn very near to ground potential- Capacitor 
C2 would still be charged to +8 volts which would now exceed the maxi
mum junction voltage- To prevent junction damage diode CRl is placed 
from emitter to base- This diode will discharge capacitor (2 thru 
transistor Q4 and prevent a~y damage to transistor Q3 Junction-

tI 
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DATE: November 12, 1971 

TO: L ~ V. Da i g 1 e LOCATION: . TORRCE 

FROM: K. E. fenton LOCATION: GC YDS 0 

SUBJECT: ([304 Card Reader Adj ustments 

Vi~ce, I will pass along some good information on adjusting 
200 UT Readers which I picked up from George Roepe on his 
recent support trip to Calgary. You may wish to pu~ it in CE 
News. 

1. Adjust guide rails by the manualo That is, they must be 
parallel and of specified clearances- Do not attempt to 
steer the card by tweeking at rails to compensate for card 
skew. 

2. Steer the card so "that it does not skew or fish-tail by 
lateral adjustment of the pressure roller at the read 
station, and by the inject assembly. The sping post on the 
inject assembly should be formed so that the spring is 
fJ u ~ .i t i 0 r 'It:: U "t= r . l.. i ~ a ~ ::. y a " d • -. 0 t. u t'.J 3 :-. ~ .~ p .: ~ 9 1 c • "~ 0 :-- :;: ~ ~ ~ 
spring post by °fine tuningO to steer the card in a straight 
line. If the inject assembly, the pressure-roll assembly 
are adjusted by observing card movement, and if the Pre-Read 
Station - Card Step clearances are correct, the card will not 
skew. 

3. To position the lamp at the Fibre Optics, disregard th~ 
manual. With power on, place a sheet of paper over the 
optics and check the 14 levels visually for dark patches or 
shadows. Move the lamp until no shadows are visible or at 
least for most optimum position. The lamp may be as much as 
1/4 inch plus away from t,he optics. 

4. Have infinite patience when making adjustments. Use flat 
guages instead of eye-balling. When setting clearances 
between doors and card bed {4 ccrds}, use strips of cards for 
more accurate adjustment, not the whole card. 

"-
Further, a recent fault whereby the reader would go into CHECK 
mode if more than half full of cards, was traced to insuffic
ient clearance between the hopper white drive rollers and the 
notchas in the pre-read casting. Most readers have 25 to 30 
mills measurGd with a wire guage. The casting had to be 
removed and the notches filed back. This operation showed 
that it is not necessary to pull the input hopper to replace 
rol10rs as is called out in P87140 FCO. Re-installing the 
hopper is a tedious process, and access to hopper rollers and 

~ •• con" t 
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9(E304 Card RCudcr Adjustmcnts Q 

Card Step is available ·by removing the Pre-Read station which is 
mounted with 3 screws and locating pins. 

eith E. 

KEf Ikg 

c·c. - J. Pike GCYDSO 
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IRS REMOTE TERMINAL SYSTEM TEST PROCEDURE 

RES PONS IBILITY 

. Customer Engineer~ 
IDRS Site 

ACTION 

1. Receives notification from IRS 
Operations personnel of an exist
ing Remote Terminal problem via 
EOR. 

2. Contacts customer on Remote Site 
via phone and determines nature 
of malfunction. 

3. If problem is such that corrective 
action is not immediately apparent, 
the DMRTT will be put on l·ine at 
the Central Site. This maintenance 
action must be coordinated with IRS 
operations personnel. 

~. The Central Site C.E. conducting 
the test will refer to the attached 
configuration sheet, to determine 
the appl icable data set and the 
Re~ote Site Address chart to 
establ ish the proper tester address
Ing. 

s. Testing wil I commence with the 
Customer and al I references wil I be 
made to IRS. TUID numbers only 
while conversing with the customer. 

6. Testing of the Remote terminals 
wi! 1 start at Equipment address 
QOQ and continue sequentially 
through al I terminals. 

7. If during this test, it is deter
mined that any Remote Displays 
cpnnot be addressed or Data being 
transmitted is not acknowledged at 
the DMRTT, testing should continue 
throughout the Daisy Chain until 
access to all Remotes has been 
attempted. 



RES PONS IBIlI TY 

Customer Engineer, 
IDRS Site {continued} 

Remote Site C.E. 

Page - 2 -

AC TION 

8. The results of the Remote Terminal 
Test wil I be determined by' the 
operator of the DMRTT, who wi I 1 
then determine if the Remote C.E. 
is required on site. 

9. The Remote site C.E. wil I be notified 
immediately, if the above require
ment exists.' At this time, the 
Central Site C.E. should discuss 
the problems encountered and make 
necessary arrangements for co
ordinating and resolving the 
problem. Results of this test are 
to be documented in the Remote SystemOs 
Activity log. 

1. Provides necessary testing locally 
of Remote Terminals ASAP after notifi
cation from the Central Site C.E. 
{A terminal tester wil I be taken 
to the site,when notified of a pro-
blem. ' 

2. Upon completion of the local test, 
coordination wil I be affected with the 
Central Site C.E. to indicate action 
taken and/or action required, to 
r~store the Terminal to Operation. 

3. If oReal Timeo is down, and additional 
tests are required, coordinates ~ith 
Central Site C.E. to schedule such test. 

4. Verifies data received is correct and 
is at the Display address indicated 
by the person operating the DMRTT at 
the Central Site. 

5. Notifies the Central Site C.E. of 
existing requirements for sub-assembl ies 
control led by the Austin Repair Center. 
Provides Central Site C.E. with 
specific shipping address. 



RESPONSIBILITY 

Central Site C.E. 

Remote Site C.E. 

Page - 3 -

ACTION 

1· Upon receipt of a request from a 
Remote Site for sub-assembl ies 
required to return a terminal to 
operation, the following information 
wil I be provided: 

a} Availabil ity of Component. 

b} Date component can be_ shipped. 

c} Waybil I number. 

d} Airl ine and fJ ight number, if 
available. 

2. Enter the above information in the 
Remote Terminal shipping status log. 

1. Upon receipt- of ~ecessary components 
and completion of instal iation, the 
unit should be tested locally with a 
tester prior to returning it to an 
Q on I ine Q status. 

2. Maintain close coordination with the 
Central Site C.E. during problem 
periods, to insure current status 
is maintained. 

\ -



AUS TIN SERVICE CENTER Page 1, cf 2 

I.D.R.S. 

REMOTE ADDRESS CHART 
CHANNEL 7 - EQUIPMENT 5 

CITY CONTROLLER CRT/KEYBD. I.R.S. DMRTT 
ADDRESS ADDRESS I . D · NO. .ADDRESS 

HOUSTON l,bO 0 ESOl 141 
HOUSTON 1 ES02 142 
HOUS TON 2 ES03 143 
HOUSTON 3 ES04 '144 
HOUS TON ~ EB05 145 

SHREVE PORT 161 0 CA2·o 141 

LI TTLE ROCK 162 0 BA01 "- 141 
LITTLE ROCK 1 BA02 lLi2 
LI TTLE ROCK 2 BA03 143 
LI TTLE ROCK 3 8A04 1Lf 4 
LITTLE ROCK ~ 8.'\05 145 

O.DESSA 160 0 FB20 141 

LUBBOCK 161 a FB30 141 

AMARILLO 162 a FB40 141 

SAN ANTONIO 163 O· ECOl 1Lil 
SAN ANTONIO 1 EC02 142 
SAN ANTONIO 2 EC03 143 
SAN ANTONIO 3 £C04 144 
SAN ANTONIO 4 £C05 145 

CORPUS (HRIS TI 164 0 £C30 141 

NEW ORLEANS 160 0 CADl 1&..: : 
NEW ORLEA NS 1 CAOb 142 
NEW ORLEANS 2 CAD&; 143 
NEW ORLEANS 161 0 CAD2 11.; :.. 
NEW ORLEANS 1 . CAD3 142 
NEW ORLEANS 2 CAD5 1"~ ~ .... 

A US TIN 162 0 EAD1 :"4:" 
AlJS TIN 1 EA02 14 C 
AUS TIN 2 EAD3 1~3 

AUS TIN 3 EAD4 141.; 



RESPONSIBILITY 

Central ~ite C.E. 

Remote Site C.E. 

Page - 3 -

ACTION 

1. Upon receipt of a request from a 
Remote Site for sub-assembl ies 
required to return a terminal to 
operation, the following information 
will be provided: 

a} Availabil ity of Component. 

b} Date component can be. shipped. 

c} Waybil I number. 

d} Airl ine and fl ight number, if 
available. 

2. Enter the above information in the 
Remote Terminal shipping status log. 

1. Upon receipt of necessary components 
and completion of installation, the 
unit should be tested locally with a 
tester prior to returning it to an 
Von 1 ine v status. 

2. Maintain close coordination with the 
Central Site C.E. during problem 
periods, to insure current status 
is maintained. 

\ . 
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CHANNEL 7 - EQUIPMENT 3 

fT. WORTH 160 0 fBD1 141 
fT. WORTH 1 FB02 142 
fT. WORTH 2 FBD3 143 
fT. WORTH 3 FBD4 144 
FT. ·WORTH ~ FBDS 145 

TULSA 161 a DA2D 141 

WICHITA 162 a AA01 141 
WICHITA 1 AAD2 142 
WICHITA 2 AAD3 143 
WICHITA 3 AAD4 144 

KANSAS CITY 163 0 AA20 141 . 

DALLAS 160 0 FAOl 141 
DALLAS 1 FA02 142 
DALLAS 2 FAD6 143 
DALLAS J,61 0 FAD4 141 
DALLAS 1 FA.o3 142 
DALLAS 3 FADS 144 

OKLAHOMA CITY 162 0 DAD1 141 
OKLAHO i1A CITy 1 DA02 142 
OKLAHOMA CITY 2 DA03 143 
OKLAHOMA CITY 3 DAD4 144 
OKLAHOMA CITY 4 DADS- 145 

ALBUQUERQUE 160 0 GAOl 141 
ALBUQUERQUE 1 GAD2 142 
ALBUQUERQUE 2 GAD3 143 

EL PAS 0 161 0 £C2D 141 
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TO INDICATOR.PANEL 

s~cRTLINE 
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Figure 1-6. Cable Connections . (Front View) 
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SECTION I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The buffered controllermoclufc, figure 1-1, contains the m('J;n control logic 
for a communications I'erminal. A terrnibal con:iists of the buffered controller and 
an input/cutput device (Display/Keyboard Station, Prinrcl/Keyboarc1 Station, etc.). 
The terminal 'c(xnrnunicatcs with a central processina site via an RS232 compatible 
modem. The buffered controller module processes dota withi'n the terminal and ,_ 
coordinates data flow between the terminal and the central processing site. 

, ' 

, ' The buffered controller is usually mounted insidc'thecahinet of the associated 
input/output device. - - ' ' , 

Figure 1-1. Buffered Controller 
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